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Social MovementsI-' lefc ,*Â •
LONDON, Det tirI h% today w licuad. ■ a

wBl beI IS
days littlecertain results like of a. section of the community some of the interminable argumentsorder to secure

of conditions it is necessary - for who feel their position in jeopardy, over the virtue of "capital,” 
mep to adopt some plan or policy whether rightly or wrongly does not fair day’s wage for a fair day’s
bv which they may attain the desired affect the question at issue. The work,’’ and the "millenium” te dê-

denunciators are met with affirma- cover how beclouded the workers’
tions that they deny and they even mind; are even on their own pet
resort to the professors to disentail- questions. It can easily be seen there-

<I| bat
that the wffl
settled by the rotes of the electorate.
and into one month therefore wBl be \ 
concentrated the vigor of a political 
battle equalling that of the free trade 
and protection •rontrorersy of fnar-

l! The object they set them- 
to accomplish will be deter

mined by their desires, .which again
conditioned on the surround- gle them in the contentions questions fore, that any ideas that may ap- 

or environment in which they they can not handle offhand

object.
eâv&B

ft The campaign of theteen years ago 
Miners" Federation has been in pro-

Out pear to destroy or overthrow ■some 
In order to satisfy of all this clatter of charge and conn- of these illusions must appear revolu- 

ter-charge. issues the often heard tionary to such thinkers, or at least
talkers. That the hidden source of

find themselves.
certain desires they will find it neees-
wrjdo enlist the assistance of others disputes of policies being either con-
seeking to accomplish similar objects, structive or destructive. The party the wonderful power of capital should
an<f*according to the objective being on
of .a widespread or general desire on with destructive tendencies.
Se part of a numerous b.-dy of in- question therefore of interest is to engaged, under the necessarily direct-
dividuals the attempt to *eèure the determine what is destructive and cd system now
fijftlmcnt of the demand will take constructive policy,

on a

v!gress two weeks, and the asp-nation- 
alizers are now a boa* Jo take the 
field. D

War To the Death.
Backed by a subscribed fcad which 

is said to amount to a million

the offensive is always charged lie only in a simple collection of
human activities, in which they areF TherM

in effect, and have ’be !*t,er are prepared to earry the
y war against state ownership in every 

town and hamlet in the country.
The chief lesson of the railway 

strike was the value of street and

certain results under a certain suc
cession of events, must seem strangesocial character and take the The first thing any party must do 

fcu-m of a social movement. If the to further its aims, i.e.. for any so- to those who look upon all develop-
eecuring of the conditions desired eial purpose, is to make its aims in- ment as a sort of miracle. To explain

to interfere with the arrange- telligible to those to whom it appeals away the mystery—that is destruc- newspaper adverttsr.ent^ and these
Live both in religious and politk-al are *° be utilized by both sades to an

extent never experienced in prop*.

appear
®ftts of the society in which the for support. 
ÎSbkement takes shape, it is at

rent that a barrier exists, i.e., certain ideas.

In other words, they 
once must have a propaganda based on 

If the ideas are gen-
iF^the object in view is not generally erally understood, but only need pub- ar>" destructive criticism must show
accepted by all. it will necessarily heity. the probabilities of any charge the clearing process necessary

of destructive tendencies is small. If, struct the system in view.

ideas. But to build, the ground must 
lie cleared, and all sound revolution- eanda work in Britain. No time is

to be wasted preaching *o the already 
convertedto om-

Thc federation’s heaviest oratorical 
guns. sneV as Sraii’ir Hodges ami

To -hi*ÎSAelop a struggle between those 
wish to attain the end in view end the parties who have to function 

must know where they are and how * hiozza Money, m seek their targets
They among business and professional aea, 

while the best of the antis will be

however, the ideas are of such a na-Kv
lure as' to appear contrary to what
is generally accepted, the opposition to go ahead with the tasK

. is likely to bring into play charges 
3ljThroughout history, which is the ,,f destructive or revolutionary ten-
4jeord of struggle between individuals deneies. As a matter of fact, all re-

mr-.-- Jpà groupe of individuals for seeur- volutionary ideas are destructive of the machinery of production by the
gpg positions of advantage in living certain old ideas, but that is no prqof people ls advocated there mnst be
conditions, we find people grouping that in the actual process of the reali- some explanation of what is meant. V rrs will find their most telling '

zation of such ideas that destruction and how this is to be obtained T<. point* in the appalling c-.jal wastage
the some people such an idea seems pre- iin-hlcnta! to private ownership, and

and docs posterons and absurd. If it should the certainty of in-rea*d output and
seem so to you who read thi*. try cheaper <-va’ when the miners realize

and those who fee! it will he a di<- 
kMer to them if the contending partyf -

r- must know' the task and understand
i haeeeeds sent to working-class area# to were 

workmen against the ".lead hands 
of state.”

what they are doing. When, for in
stance. the ownership atid control of

6-

Big Pros aadk ■

■themselves behind first this and then
4hat movement, which appeared to is the lot of those advancing 
$hem to be likely to bring them the charges, though it may
beet conditions of existence. Un the often happen that those who cling
face of it then, it must be apparent to the outworn ideas are the victims ond analyse vbur thoughts or ideas they are no longe- endangering their

revolve in the struggle. This explains why as to why such should be the case lives for personal profit of any class.
This is considered a destmrtixe idra The antis will euneenîraîe on the

r

ithat these struggles
ground some thing or power which . the advocates of revolutionary ideas 

uesirable in order to secure are charged with destructive ten-
better conditions for maintaining the deneies. hut that is not the* fault of procedure,
livelihood or enjoyment ,.f life de- the revolutionists any more then is definite opinion on the question, read telephone service, while much will be
aired, and this power must he held would be if a man got run down by the arguments presented both by its made of the miners* syndicalistic in-

the street in spite of the champions and opponents. That i* tentions.
how you get to know where you stand

must

to those who are opposed to such a paralyzing effect of bureaucracy in- 
If you want to form a staneing the chaotic condition of the

appears

by someone from whom it has to be 
•wrested. The struggle between man continual warning of the driver not 
and nature, of course, is necessarily, to get in the way. 
a different struggle than that waged 

1 jn society between different groups, polieies resulting therefrom are, and 
It is not our purpose to show this must 0f neeessafy be of a revolu- 

As a result of tionary nature, and therefore liable 
to the charge, of “destructive ten- 

become prevalent amongst the eon- deneies. "’ We find this is borne out 
tending parties. The succession of j,y the attitude adopted by all their 
events show the truth or error of the opponents. The field for Socialist 
ideas and policies 6r plans pursued propaganda is amongst those who 
on the strength hf these ideas, and have to work either by hand or 
are either modified or supplanted by brain. The question then is, do the 
others according to bow they are ideas of these workers ohly need pub- 
grasped by the parties involved in - ]jeity or a critical analysis Î We find 
the struggle. This process of struggles that if simple publicity were to be 
we find running through every epoch resorted to as a method of education, 
of history right down to the present a very vague result would follow, 
day, when an intense struggle becomes and in fact, a survey of some organs 
apparent to 
obaerver.

a car on 1Smillie’* utterance si Newcastle 
and can find out whet is “de<trur- last Sunday: "We recognize that the 
the” and "constructive” thinking nationalization of 
Ignorance amongst the workers first step, and we believe that Jl

■

is only theThe Socialist propaganda, and the

1• strengthens the barrier that protects sentials to life of tie 
those against w hom they struggle, be owned by the people.” has" already 
To smooth over the facts, and fail been seized

difference in detail, 
these various struggles, certain ideas

to present the actual conditions that 
confront the workers, brings into question at i 
existence the policy of compromise, 
which is only possible during that 
period in which the enlightenment of 
the rank and file is necessarily con
fused by all sorts of hopes and pos
sibly fears.
dispelled by a critical insight, whether 
the destructive tendencies are 
their own ranks or in thoae of then- 
masters, will be cOne^tely illustrated 
to them in the events that are al-

ef the
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CAIHO. Dee. 36—Strong cavalry de
tachments are patrolling the* streets

the strike.
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Once this confusion is
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4„ even the most casual that use such a method only reveal» . .
The papers refer to this that a surface knowledge circulates ewting tl,eir ”adows “7 a

one of industrial unrest, which finds a voice in petitions for “
like, aad the this, that, and the other thing. On 

ics in the straggle are the other hand, those agencies of the 
destructive and extreme workers that adopt a critical attitude 

and aB wrts of invective are hurled succeed in bringing to light certain 
. ’‘against the “agfutors” who voice eaowa and tendencies '

the imperative demies that are being présentai to the workers —
—« for the take on the appearance of r
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